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For the My Plan Challenge Foundation Fund, the company was able to add three new investors
from the finance world in American Webv Loan, Bright Lending Fund, Aspire Credit and Mission Lane
Credit. Each of these low to open interest rated loans are organized by our Angel Investor “Omar
Dyer,” with a growth rate to be determined. Bright Lending was the first payday loan organization
to bid on the mutual fund, and through the company’s angel investors, the fund lost $935.17 while
gaining a sale on a secured stock of $650 to be later traded on the market exchange once the fund
reach IPO status.
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Coaches! 101 A NJ Non-Profit was established in May of 2007, by Omar Dyer. The overall company
is still working hard to improve the growth of the company. The company is a tech company that
builds within platforms, such as Facebook and other youthful and mid-age consumer ranges. Our
major product which is Mad Comedian is now in operation with the direct public offering, and the
mutual fund for the company. The company’s earning are listed in the budget scope for the month
of December, January and March. Our two basic direct public offerings which have the company
raising $100k for each of the initiatives.

legal@coaches101.org

Dear Investors Newsletter,

Accounts that were open with Aspire Credit Card, Mission Lane, American Web Loan, are open
ended funds, with balances yet to be determined. And the overall goal of the company is to build
a streaming service for the animation of Mad Comedian.

Warm regards,

Omar L Dyer (Legal Representative)

